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1. The issue of adherence to environmental rights by Ukraine has not been addressed in the 

process of the Universal periodical survey in 2008, neither in the official report, nor in the reports of the 

respective stake-holders. Recommendations to Ukraine did not address the environmental issues either.  

2. The initiative to include the special chapter on the situation of the environmental rights 

adherance in Ukraine into the stake-holders report was predetermined first of all by the recognition of 

the materiality of existing environmental crisis. Pursuant to the official data, around 15 % of the 

Ukrainian territory with the population over 10 million residents is in a critical environmental condition. 

Ukraine has the highest percentage of cultivated land in Europe and the highest rate of water and power 

resources consumption. The density of pollutants’ emissions into the atmosphere of late constitutes over 

130 kg per capita which is several times higher than that in the developed countries of the world. The 

consequences of the largest technogenic disaster in the history of mankind – Chornobyl NPP catastrophe 

– have not been resolved. Ukraine has accumulated over a billion tons of industrial toxic waste. The 

national natural reserve lands stand only for 5.6 % of the territory, while the same indicator in Europe 

amounts to 10 - 25%.
1
  

3. Meanwhile, environmental policy remains is not a priority in the Ukrainian political 

structure. The government traditionally cultivates a resource-consuming model of development which 

translates into wastes of natural resources. These trends seem even more dangerous once one considers 

the scope of technogenic transformations and degrees of negative impact on public health. Erroneous 

trends of economic development combined with increasing legal arbitrariness deprive a country of its 

European future and cause mass and systematic violations of its citizens rights.  

4. We believe that updating public understanding of environmental rights through the modern 

concept of human rights is an important factor in mobilizing citizens and state efforts in fighting 

environmental problems. Under the principles and goals defined by the Stockholm Declaration of the 

United Nations Conference on the Human Environment, the UN Conferences on Environment and 

Development in Rio-de-Janeiro and Johannesburg, the observance of environmental rights will 

contribute to the development of global society based on the respect towards nature, universal human 

rights, economic justice and safety.  

5. Therefore, in 21
st
 century the concept of human rights should be enriched with 

environmental issues and understanding of humanity’s responsibility for its operation in the natural 

environment due to unprecedented scope of androgenic intervention into the Earth ecosystem, fraught 

with irreversible global consequences.  

6. The international law also should raise to the qualitatively new level, becoming the law of 

universal safety and common responsibility of the states before humanity. The main way of its further 

development is using current international legal agreements as a foundation for the new legal principles 

and obligations aimed at creating environmentally safe world and safeguarding every person’s 

environmental rights. It is high time to enhance international mechanisms for monitoring environmental 

rights’ observance by the countries with the active participation of the civil society in the process. 

Proposals set out in the Vienna Declaration of 2008 remain actual in this light.
2
 

7. The essence of environmental rights is set out in the Constitution of Ukraine. Over ten 

articles contain the principles of environmental safety and use of natural resources. Article 16 underlines 

the state’s obligations in guaranteeing environmental safety and environmental balance on the territory 

of Ukraine. Article 50 directly stipulates everyone’s right to safe environment, reimbursement of 

damages suffered as a result of the violation of the said right and the right of free access to 

environmental information. The general principles of environmental rights and legal guarantees of their 

observance are provided for in Ukrainian laws. Ukraine is a party to more than 40 international 

environmental conventions of global and regional nature as well as their protocols.  

8. Therefore, generally speaking, Ukraine has a normative and legal base addressing 

environmental issues in place. The problems, however, arise at the stage of implementation of 
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international legal standards into the national legislation. Specifically, the most crucial problems relate 

to the practices of the application of the respective laws.  

9. Over the last four years the requirements of the law concerning free access to information
3
 

have been systematically disregarded. For example, the Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources 

of Ukraine failed to develop and make public its Annual National report on the Environmental Situation. 

As of March 2012 the official web-portal of the Ministry showed the latest National Report for 2007.
4
 

Over seven years, in violation of the law, the report has not been submitted to the Verkhovna Rada for 

consideration, nor published as a separate volume. The report for year 2011 has not been published or 

submitted to the Parliament either. Even more dramatic legging behind is noted in publishing special 

reports of the Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources – not a single one of those appeared on 

the Ministry’s web-portal over the year 2011.
5
 

10. The Ministry of Regional Development consistently ignores its legal obligations
6
 pursuant 

to which the National report on the quality of drinking water and water supply system is to be devised 

annually. The last known report dates back to 2006. 

11. Local state administrations in neglect do not make public the information on environmental 

situation in their subordinate mass media . In 2010 only Zaporizhzhya state administration became an 

exception to the rule having launched on its web-site “The information system with regards to 

environmental issues”. Unfortunately, since the first half of 2011, the information has not been updated.
7
 

12. Rather often we observe in Ukraine the situation when progressive legislative innovations 

are reduced to nil by certain regulations or not complied with at all. For example, in 2011 two new laws, 

i.e. the Law on Information and the Law on Access to Public Information, came in force. They brought 

the notion of environmental information and access to it into compliance with international standards.  

13. Some bodies of state power brought their own norms and regulations into compliance with 

the law. For example, in 2011 the State Agency for Land Resources issued an order, under which four 

categories of data concerning the condition of land have become open to public.
8
  

14. On the other hand, the State Agency for Forest Resources still adheres to its tradition of 

total secrecy and confidentiality. It systematically violates the norms of articles 28 and 35 of the 

Forestry Code of Ukraine with regards to monitoring, state registration of forests and state forests 

cadastre. In May 2011 the Agency issued an order approving the list of classified data.
9
 The list includes 

a chapter on environmental information concerning forest management: projects’ documentation for 

forestry development, state forest cadastre, forests’ layout in oblast’s and individual forestries. In this 

respect, EHA “Green World” filed a petition with the Circuit Administrative Court of Kyiv requesting 

classifying this order as illegal. The agency in its objection stated that it made classified the information 

concerning forest potential as that “having commercial confidentiality”. In this case the state forest 

agency ignores the Law on Access to Public Information which does not have a definition of 

“confidential information of public property”, alongside with the provisions of the Law on Information, 

under which environmental information, apart from information on military units deployment, cannot be 

treated as classified information with limited availability to public.  

15. Over the recent years NGOs have voiced their concern with respect to numerous facts of 

deliberate ruination of the institute of state environmental inspection in Ukraine. For example, the Law 

on Regulating Urban Development Activity of 2011 has dramatically reduced the list of grounds 

warranting environmental inspection of urban development documentation and construction projects, 

thus devaluating the norms of the Law on Environmental Protection and the Law on Environmental 

Inspection as concerns the mandatory environmental control of investment and economic activity, which 

may affect the environment. The said law also restricts public rights as to their participation in decision-

making concerning zoning and construction and area development.
10

 

16. More and more often legal guarantees on access to information, contained in the 

conclusions of state environmental inspections and in environmental impacts’ chapters of investment 
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projects, are violated. The public may not always defend its right to environmental information in the 

Ukrainian courts.  

17. Thus, in January 2012 the High Specialized Court of Ukraine for Civil and Criminal Trials 

refused to grant an appeal in a case concerning the violation of the right of free access to environmental 

information
11

. In this case the courts of three levels ignored the norms of the laws
12

, under which the 

economic agents in possession of environmental information are classified as information managers.  

18. In October 2011 the Circuit Administrative Court of Kyiv passed a decision on a claim of 

“Environment-People-Law” Foundation filed against the Ministry of Environment and Natural 

Resources concerning its inaction which consisted in a failure to make public results of state 

environmental inspection on its official web-portal, in violation of the Law on Environmental 

Inspection. The court ruled that the Ministry within two months’ period should publish 1 293 

conclusions made over the years 2009-2011
13

. However, by March 2012 the Ministry of Environment 

and Natural Resources failed to comply with the court’s decision – its web-portal offers only 6 

conclusions of the environmental inspections dating back to the years – 2009
14

. 

19. The rights of citizens to participate in environmental decision-making are systematically 

violated in Ukraine. Thus, the illegal cutting of one-hundred year old trees in the process of constructing 

a highway running through the park caused a confrontation between the Kharkiv residents and public 

authorities in the Gorky park in 2010. The public protest was brutally suppressed by the authorities. The 

urban development documentation was not offered for public discussion in violation of the Law on 

Zoning and Area Development.
15

  

The Confrontation aroung the Gorky Park had a significant public response in Ukraine and 

beyond its boundaries. In August 2010 the Ukrainian Ombudsman filed a petition with the Prosecutor’s 

General Office; the actions of Kharkiv authorities were negatively assessed in the report “Observance 

and protection of human rights in Ukraine – 2010”. The Ombudsman had to state: "In Kharkiv 

authorities used bulldozers not only to build the ill-famed highway, but also to smother human rights"
16

. 

The EU Commissioner on human rights T. Hammerberg sent a letter to city mayor H. Kernes and 

governor M. Dobkin, expressing concern with regards to the facts of human and environmental rights’ 

violations in the park incident
17

.  

20. Amendments, introduced into the Law on the State Budget of Ukraine for 2011, invalidated 

a number of provisions of the Law on Status and Social Protection of the Individuals – Victims of the 

Chornobyl NPP Disaster. The right of the said individuals to reimbursement for damages to their health, 

caused by environmental disaster, in the amount, stipulated by the law, was violated. 
18

. The 

Constitutional Court ruled on 26December 2011 that these amendments are in line with the 

Constitution.
19

 The violation of the right to restitution for damages incurred in Chernobyl disaster 

caused most large-scale protests of Ukrainian citizens and Kyiv and the majority of oblast’ centres in 

Ukraine. 

21. Over the years of 2009 through 2012 international institutions pointed out the systematic to 

the violations of Ukrainian obligations within the frame of international conventions. Thus, in 2011 the 

conferences of convention parties for the umpteenth time recognized Ukraine’s failure to comply with 

three international agreements on environmental protection: Aarhus Convention, Espoo convention and 

Kyoto Protocol to UN Framework Convention on Climate Change.
20

 

22. At the earlier meetings of Aarhus Convention parties Ukraine was labelled as a country 

systematically neglecting its provisions
21

: the strategy for convention implementation has not been 

devised; legal and judicial system have not been brought into compliance with its provisions; strict 

procedures for public participation in decision-making have not been defined; same applies to practical 

mechanisms of convention implementation.
22

 Public at large also criticized Government’s operation a 

lot, claiming that this latter is keeping itself aloof from meeting its obligations under Convention and 

delegating respective competences to institutionally weak Ministry of Environment and Natural 

Resources
23

.  
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23. The fourth meeting of Aarhus Convention parties (2011) arrived at the conclusion that 

Ukraine still fails to meet the Convention requirements. The members of the meeting pointed out 

extremely slow progress achieved by Ukraine in implementing decisions of earlier meetings and issued 

another warning to Ukrainian Government
24

. The meeting approached Aarhus Convention Compliance 

Committee with the proposal: if Ukraine fails to comply with earlier decisions, respective report would 

be submitted to the fifth session of the parties’ meeting, and decisions should be made banning 

preferential treatment privileges, which Ukraine has been granted under convention. So far similar 

sanctions have not been used against a single country. Meanwhile the Government and the Ministry of 

Environment and Natural Resources for seven years have been hiding the deplorable decisions of three 

earlier meeting of the Aarhus Convention members (in Almaty, Riga and Chisinau) from Ukrainian 

public. They have never been published in the official mass media.  

24. Ukraine did not ratify either the Protocol on Pollutant Release and Transfer Register (Kyiv 

protocol) to Aarhus Convention
25

, or GMO Amendment to it
26

. 

25. The situation with regards to Ukrainian obligations under the UN Framework Convention 

on Climate Change is no better. That’s why on 12 October 2011 the Compliance Committee under the 

Kyoto Protocol requirements passed a decision suspending the Kyoto Protocol mechanisms’ action for 

Ukraine
27

. This decision was passed as a result of non-compliance of hot-house gases’ emissions 

cadastre to international standards. The experts argued that the system of emissions registration and hot-

house gases absorption in Ukraine is not transparent enough, consistent, complete or accurate. Among 

the other criticisms it was pointed out that Ukrainian cadastre lacks information on Ukrainian energy 

balance, the system of forests registration is not transparent, many data concerning industrial operation 

still remain confidential. Only after these notes were taken into account in March 2012 sanctions were 

removed and Ukraine resumed its participation in the Kyoto Protocol mechanisms
28

. 

26. The list of Ukrainian obligations under Espoo Convention, which it failed to comply with, 

is growing on yearly basis.
29

 Under the estimate, provided by analytical centre “Society and 

environment”,
30

 the list of negative developments for Ukraine in terms of its compliance with the 

Convention, started with Ukrainian-Romanian conflict around construction of Danube-Black Sea 

channel. The fifth meeting of the parties (2011) for the first time in the whole history of Convention 

issued a warning to Ukraine as a country which violated the Convention provisions. The meeting 

initiated international proceedings within the framework of Convention with respect to finalizing III and 

IV blocks of Khmelnitsky NPP. Under Convention construction of new reactors should be preceded by 

consultations with all the parties involved on the basis of trans-boundary assessment of environmental 

impact. Such consultations have not started yet. 
31

.  

27. Other large-scale investment projects with potential trans-boundary impact have not been 

subjected to strategic environmental assessment either. Thus, State Target Program for Comprehensive 

Anti-Flooding Protection in Dnister, Prut and Syret Rivers’ basins, with the cost of over 31 billion 

UAH, adopted by the Government after disastrous flooding of 2008, did not undergo state 

environmental inspection or public discussion and was not assessed strategically in the trans-boundary 

focus.
32

 The strategic assessment or public consultations concerning ambitious plans for constructing 

Hydroelectric Power Plants on trans-boundary rivers of Carpathian region, have not been carried out 

either, despite the fact that about 300 HEPP are to be built in Trans-Carpathian oblast’ only. 

28. Hence, it is high time to ratify the Protocol to Convention on Environmental Impact 

Assessment in a Trans-boundary Context.
33

  

 

Recommendations:  

- Compliance with legal requirements concerning annual development, publication and 

parliamentary discussion of national and specialized reports on environmental status should be ensured.  
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- The state authorities should bring their regulations concerning access to environmental 

information into compliance with the norms of the Aarhus Convention and Ukrainian laws.  

- Recommendations of Aarhus convention parties’ meetings should be implemented by 

developing a strategy for its implementation, envisaging strict procedure for public participation in 

decision-making and practical mechanisms for convention implementation. The Ukrainian legislation 

should be brought into compliance with the Aarhus Convention provisions. Draft laws should be 

developed to amend the Land, Forestry, Water and Subsoil Codes of Ukraine with the goal to harmonise 

them with the international environmental protection conventions, principles of sustainable development 

and integrated management of natural resources.  

- Protocol on pollutant release and transfer register to the Aarhus Convention
34

 or GMO 

Amendment to it should be ratified.  

- Protocol on SEA to the Espoo convention should be ratified and its provisions should be 

implemented into the national legislation.  

-  The following draft laws should be passed: on amendments to the laws “On 

Environmental Inspection”, “On Regulations in Urban Development”, to rehabilitate the concept of 

environmental inspection, evaluation of environmental impact, public rights to participate in decision-

making and to free access to information in the issues of zoning, construction and area development.  

- Illegal practices of restricting constitutional rights of citizens in adopting state budget and 

delegating the authority of establishing social guarantees and compensations to the Government doing 

so arbitrarily must be eliminated.  

- Governmental resolution “On Procedure for Access to Environmental Information” 

should be adopted.  
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